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T
he electronic quantum states |ψnæ of
an N-electron molecule are usually
expressed using monoelectronic mo-

lecular orbitals leading to a reduced
one-electron Fn(r) probability density distri-
bution to describe the expansion of the
corresponding molecule electronic cloud
in space.1 Among them, the F0(r) reduced
density map of the |S0æ ground state of
closed shell molecules such as phthalo-
cyanine or pentacene has been used to
interpret field emission microscope (FEM),2

transmission electron microscope (TEM),3

reconstructed inverse photoemission (IPE),4

STM,5�7 and noncontact atomic force micro-
scope (NC-AFM)8,9 images. It is generally
assumed that at least the |S0æ secular decom-
positiononasetof Slaterdeterminantsbuilt up
from those monoelectronic molecular orbitals
is not modified by the transfer function of the
FEM, TEM, IPE, STM, or NC-AFM instruments.
With an almost uniform local density of

states (LDOS), metallic surface, and with a
physisorbedmolecule, the dI/dV spectrumof
an STM molecular junction is characterized
by electronic resonances, indicating the en-
ergy position of the molecule |ψnæ relative to
the EF bulk metal Fermi level.6,7 Scanning
using a constant current dI/dV mode maps
the junction electronic conductance exactly
at the resonant energy selected by the bias
voltage V. In this mode, the STM feedback
loop can maintain a very weak electronic
coupling between the tip apex and the
molecule. This favors the overlap between
the tip apex end states and very specific
molecular orbitals10 entering in the compo-
sition of the |ψnæ N-electron Slater determi-
nants. At a given location on the molecule,
the tip apex is generally coupled to more
than one |ψnæ. Only in very specific cases,
the contribution to the conductanceof those
|ψnæ located in energy within the stable
voltage-biased window of the junction will

reconstruct a given molecular orbital elec-
tron probability distribution.7

We demonstrate in this paper how the
quantum information about the intermono-
mer chemical bond(s) of large hexabenzocor-
onene dimers, trimers, and tetramers (HBC(n))
molecules adsorbed on a Au(111) surface can
be traced in real space.HBC is knownasasuper
benzene molecule11 where the ground and
first excited states are easily decomposed on
Slater determinants built up using πmolecular
orbitals in an σ�π separation model. The Au-
(111) surfacewas selected because this HBC(n)
series physisorbed on Au(111), an essential
prerequisite to preserve the Fn(r) native real
space spatial extension.6,7
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ABSTRACT

Electronic states of a molecule are usually analyzed via their decomposition in linear

superposition of multielectronic Slater determinants built up from monoelectronics molecular

orbitals. It is generally believed that a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is able to map

those molecular orbitals. Using a low-temperature ultrahigh vacuum (LT-UHV) STM, the dI/dV

conductance maps of large single hexabenzocoronene (HBC) monomer, dimer, trimer, and

tetramer molecules were recorded. We demonstrate that the attribution of a tunnel electronic

resonance to a peculiar π molecular orbital of the molecule (or σ intermonomer chemical

bond) in the STM junction is inappropriate. With an STM weak-measurement-like procedure, a

dI/dV resonance results from the conductance contribution of many molecular states whose

superposition makes it difficult to reconstruct an apparent molecular orbital electron

probability density map.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have first prepared a sub-monolayer of HBC
molecules on a Au(111) surface with no postdeposition

annealing. The LT-UHV STM images show individual

HBC molecules adsorbed at both step edges and on

the Au terraces. Only single isolated HBC molecules

were observed. The low bias voltage STM constant

current image (Figure 1c) shows a single HBCmolecule

adsorbed on the Au(111) surface with no internal

contrast. Due to its intrinsic symmetry and in order to

maximize its van der Waals (vdW) interaction with the

Au(111) surface, HBC adopts a flat-lying adsorption

geometry. The dI/dV spectrum recorded at the periphery

of an isolated HBC (Figure 1a) picks up a first electronic
resonance at�1.30 V below and a second one atþ2.20 V
above EF. A third resonance was identified slightly
beyond 3.0 V, but at these voltages, the molecules are
not stable enough to perform dI/dV imaging. The dI/dV
STM maps were recorded at �1.26 and þ2.20 V to map
the spatial variation of the electronic transparency of the
molecular junction, as shown in Figure 1d,e. Both images
are showing a constant electronic transparency at the
center of the molecule and six bright lobes at its periph-
ery. Those bright lobes are rotated 30� with respect to
the outer HBC phenyl ring positions (see Figure 1b�e).
The elastic scattering quantum chemistry (ESQC) calcu-
lations were performed under the monoelectronic level

Figure 1. Scanning tunneling spectroscopic data of single HBCmolecule. (a) dI/dV spectrum for a HBCmolecule absorbed on
Au(111) surface. (b) Ball-and-stickmodel of HBCmolecule. (c) STM topographic imageof a singleHBCat a nonresonant energy
and, (d,e) its dI/dV differential conductance maps taken at the resonant state energies at both polarities. (f) For comparison,
the dI/dVmapof trueHBC(2) dimer at thefirst energypeak in the negative side of the spectra shown in Figure 2a, and (g) dI/dV
map for a vdW HBC dimer and (h,i) their corresponding calculated ESQC images. Ball-and-stick molecule models are also
superimposed in panels f and g to show the distance between each HBC monomer forming the dimers, and their center-to-
center distances are 1.28 and 1.44 nm, respectively. Image sizes are 2.5 nm � 2.5 nm for b�e and 2.6 nm � 3.6 nm for f�i.
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approximation12 considering only the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) for �1.26 V and the first
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for
þ2.20 V. According to the Hohenberg�Kohn theorem,
the ground state of an N-electron system can be de-
scribed by a one-electron density functional.13 Therefore,
a good way to describe the �1.3 V resonance map is to
build up this functional starting from the HOMO compo-
nent of the A1g |S0æ HBC ground state. The experimental
and monoelectronic ESQC calculated images are in
agreement as presented in Figure 1. For the þ2.20 V
resonance, there must be a very fast transient virtual
occupation of a few of the B2u, E1u B1u, E2g ... |ψm*æ low-
lying HBC electronic excited states.14 Consequently,
the dI/dV image originates mainly from six of those
states with a large weight on the e2u molecular orbital
level (almost degenerate on the surface LUMO and
LUMOþ1). Therefore, the ESQC image calculated at
the e2u monoelectronic energy reproduces quite well
the þ2.20 V resonance dI/dV experimental images (see
Supporting Information). Furthermore and opposite to

certain organometallic molecules,15 the electron transfer
through those |ψm*æ excited states is so fast that no
intramolecular conformation change can be observed.
Two HBC molecules were also manipulated and

brought together by STM manipulation16 to follow if
and how the HBC electronic states of both partners
could hybridize. The ground state experimental and
HOMO ESQC calculated dI/dV images of the two HBCs
are simply a normalized superposition of single HBC's
ground state images, as presented in Figure 1g,i. Regard-
less the relative orientation of the two HBCs, it was not
possible to form a chemical bond between the two. After
assembling many different HBC vdW dimers, two intact
and separated HBCmolecules are always recovered again
after further STM molecular manipulations.
Another sample was identically prepared, this time

followed by a postannealing of the Au(111) surface at
about 600 K for the HBC dehydrogenation reaction to
take place.17 The LT-UHV STM images of the surface
now reveal the on-surface synthesized HBC oligomers:
dimers, trimers, tetramers, and long random HBC
chains appear because of the random formation of
HBC mono-, di-, and triradicals during the annealing.
These oligomers were STM manipulated to ascertain
the formation of covalent-bonded large HBC(n) mol-
ecules rather than vdW complexes. Their dI/dV spectra
were taken only for positive bias voltage since it was not
possible to clearly resolve the dI/dV resonances below
the Fermi level (see Figure 2a for V < �1.0 V). We
attribute this to the large number of possible oxidized
state resonances that cannot be nicely separated below
the HBC(n) ground state STM electronic resonance.
At the periphery of an HBC(2) dimer, the dI/dV has

only one resonance atþ2.25 V. At the center, between
the two HBC(2) partners of the same dimer, two
pronounced resonances at þ2.05 and þ2.85 V are
observed (Figure 2a). The corresponding dI/dV maps
presented in Figure 2b�d were recorded to identify
the excited states responsible for those resonances.
The lower energy sets atþ1.90 andþ2.25 V have both
the same symmetry and conductance map spatial
arrangements. To record the dI/dV conductance maps
of the first þ2.05 V peak, a slightly lower voltage than
the exact resonance value was used in order to rela-
tivelymaximize the junction conductance between the
two peaks. As compared with the Figure 1e dI/dVmap,
only the contrast of HBC(2) bond location has changed
in the image, indicating the relative orientation of the
two HBC moieties.
Using the PM6-CIS calculation approximation,18

twelve |ψm*æ excited states have been identified in the
þ2.25 V energy range contributing to the molecular
junction conductance. They are composed of mono-
excited Slater determinantsmainly built up by promot-
ing one valence electron to the virtual molecular
orbitals ranging from LUMO to LUMOþ3. They belong
to the first six LUMOs of HBC(2) issued from the

Figure 2. Scanning tunneling spectroscopic data of single
HBC(2) dimer. (a) dI/dV spectra taken at the center between
HBC partners (red line) and on the outer edge of the dimer
(blue line). Inset shows the topographic image of a HBC(2)
dimer and a superimposed ball-and-stick molecule model,
the exact tip locations where each spectrum was measured
are shown by the corresponding colored dots. (b�d) Ex-
perimental dI/dV maps taken at the peak positions labeled
in the spectrum, and (e�g) their corresponding optimized
ESQC images (see Supporting Information). All images are
3.2 nm � 3.2 nm.
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hybridization of the first three LUMOs of each HBC
fragment (see Figure 3 and Supporting Information).
Each of the six corresponding ESQC calculated mono-
electronic STM images match quite well the experi-
mental Figure 2b,c dI/dVmaps. For a better match with
the experimental images, an optimization was per-
formed for superposing the calculatedmonoelectronic
images to the experimental ones, as presented in
Figure 2e,f.7 This confirms that the þ2.05 and þ2.25
V resonances are coming from the electronic interac-
tions between the tip apex and those 12 states. The
experimental dI/dV maps arise from the conductance
tunnel paths through the molecular states selectively
captured by the tip at each energy and position. A
detailed analysis of those states shows that none of
them is responsible for the σ chemical bonding be-
tween the two HBC moieties. The þ2.25 V resonance
captured away from the intermonomer bond is located
at the same energy as the first positive resonance peak
observed on the single HBC molecule (see Figure 1a).
Hence, quantum information on the central dimer
bond is not contained within this resonance.

The identified second set |ψl*æ of HBC(2) molecular
electronic states is composed of at least six Slater
determinants built up with a large contribution from
LUMOþ6. The LUMOþ6 ESQC calculated monoelec-
tronic STM image alone reproduces quitewell andwith
the good symmetry the þ2.85 V resonance dI/dVmap
as shown in Figure 2d,g, although it has not been
possible to identify yet the full superposition of its
monoelectronic components. As presented in the Fig-
ure 3 molecular orbital correlation diagram, the infor-
mation of the intermonomer chemical bond is not
contained in the |ψl*æ contributing to this þ2.85 V
resonance. The dI/dVmeasurement at this energy over
the central part of the HBC dimer captures mainly the
variation of the junction conductance controlled by the
LUMOþ6 component of this state. LUMOþ6 results
from a symmetric superposition of high energy single
HBC moieties π MO (|πl*æ state in Figure 3) and carries
no information on the chemical stability of HBC(2). Its
antisymmetric counterpart |ψl0*æ has also been identi-
fied and its monoelectronic ESQC STM image calcu-
lated (see Figure 3). The actual antibonding states of

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the molecular orbitals energy levels of HBC(2) before and after the central bond formation.
The relatively scaled energy levels andwidths are calculated based on the extendedHückel theory. On the right, ESQC images
calculated at the selected energies indicated by arrows. The topmost |ψσ*æ antibonding σ state image was computed for
slightly larger distance separation between theHBCpartners than inHBC(2) to reduce the energy splitting effect relative to its
bonding counterpart. All images are 3.4 nm � 2.4 nm.
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the HBC(2) central covalent bond are out of the STM
tunnel junction bias voltage range of stability. Following
the usual literature nomenclature, theþ2.05 andþ2.85 V
resonanceswouldhavebeennamedLUMOandLUMOþ1
resonances.19 According to the LUMOweight on all of the
12 states captured around this þ2.05 V resonance, this is
almost valid for the LUMO. On the contrary, the þ2.85 V
resonance cannot be called LUMOþ1. It is more appro-
priate to name it LUMOþ6 according to the molecular
excited state decomposition table given in Supporting
Information and also to the comparison between the
experimental and calculated images.
The dI/dV spectra and maps have also been re-

corded for larger oligomers made of up to the HBC(4)
tetramer, as presented in Figure 4. Interestingly, the
excited states of these large molecules combine in the
junction conductance to give rise to a small number of
resonances. According to the dI/dV experimental
maps, they do not derive from a simple superposition
of the corresponding π molecular orbitals conduc-
tance map of the HBC partners. There are now at least
18 states contributing to the first two resonances in
Figure 4a,b and 24 states in Figure 4c. According to the
corresponding STM maps, all of the second column
images in Figure 4d are coming from an antisymmetric

combination occurring among all of those states,
leading to a splitting in two groups and therefore
creating two resonances. Attributing the first red re-
sonances to the b3u LUMO and the second one to the
b1g LUMOþ1 would therefore be incorrect. All of the
third red resonances are coming from the symmetric
superposition of other high energy π molecular orbi-
tals of the HBC fragments hybridized because of their
closed spatial proximity. However, they do not carry
information of the intermonomer covalent bonds.
Away from these σ central bonds, the recorded spectra
are not very perturbed by the bonding. A resonance
doublet succeeds to emerge only for the case shown in
Figure 4b.

CONCLUSIONS

By a detailed dI/dV conductance mapping on rather
large molecules, we have demonstrated that STM
molecular junction dI/dV resonances cannot be sim-
ply attributed to molecular orbitals but to a specific
superposition of molecular states created by the
molecular junction STM conductance measurement.
Our work also demonstrates that the quantum in-
formation about a given chemical bond on a mole-
cule oligomer can be carried out by |ψnæ located far

Figure 4. Scanning tunneling spectroscopic data of HBC trimers and tetramer. (a�c) dI/dV spectra taken at the center
between HBC partners (red line) and on the outer edge of oligomers (blue line). Insets show the topographic images of each
oligomer and their respective skeleton molecule models. The exact tip locations where each spectrum was measured is
indicated by the red and blue dots. (d) dI/dVmaps taken at the peak positions labeled in the spectra. Image sizes are 3.5 nm�
4.8 nm, 4.0 nm � 4.0 nm, and 4.8 nm � 4.3 nm from top row.
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away in energy from the low-lying molecular states
accessible to STM electronic spectroscopy. Reso-
nance identifications commonly practiced in many
STM recorded dI/dV electronic spectra have to now
be revisited. This is pointing out the need for devel-
oping a complete many-body scattering theory.
This theory would have to take into account how
the electronic coupling with the tunnel junction

electrodes is mixing together all of the multiconfi-
guration electronic states of the molecule inserted in
this junction leading to electronic resonances which are
not simply a linear combination of the |ψnæ resonances.
This is very important for the prospect of long-range
quantum information transfer through a singlemolecular
wire or to optimize the chemical structure of a single
molecule logic gate.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The Au(111) substrate used in these experiments was cleaned

using standard sputtering, by Ne ions, and annealing, at 773 K,
cycles lasting approximately an hour each. HBC molecules are
sublimed from a crucible heated to ∼673 K for 2 min with the
Au(111) substrate held at ∼473 K to facilitate molecular diffu-
sion. Thereafter, the substrate temperature is quickly rampedup
to ∼600 K and held for a few seconds to induce bonding
between the HBC molecules before cooling it down with liquid
helium; this postdeposition annealing stage was only used for
preparing samples showing binding molecules. We perform all
STM experiments using a Createc low-temperature STM oper-
ating at a base pressure of at least 8� 10�11mbar at 5 K. Tips for
scanning and spectroscopic measurements are prepared by
electrochemical etching of a 0.25 mm tungsten wire. A detailed
description of the synthesis of hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene
(HBC) is given elsewhere.20

It has been suggested by other research groups that, at
certain temperature, molecules could undergo dehydrogena-
tion; likewise, in our experiments, the proposed reaction in-
volves dehydrogenation from one carbon atom of a single HBC
molecule, hence forming HBC radicals. Subsequently, the dehy-
drogenated intermediates diffuse on the substrate surface until
they found another neighboring HBC radical resulting in inter-
molecular colligation forming dimers. The bond formation is
thermally assisted since it takes place only after certain tem-
perature threshold is overcome, and samples treated at lower
temperatures only show single HBC molecules (see Supporting
Information).
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